While genome sequencing projects are advancing rapidly, EST sequencing and analysis remains a primary research tool for the identification and categorization of gene sequences in a wide variety of species and an important resource for annotation of genomic sequence. The TIGR Gene Indices (http:// www.tigr.org/tdb/tgi.shtml) are a collection of species-specific databases that use a highly refined protocol to analyze EST sequences in an attempt to identify the genes represented by that data and to provide additional information regarding those genes. Gene Indices are constructed by first clustering, then assembling EST and annotated gene sequences from GenBank for the targeted species. This process produces a set of unique, high-fidelity virtual transcripts, or Tentative Consensus (TC) sequences. The TC sequences can be used to provide putative genes with functional annotation, to link the transcripts to mapping and genomic sequence data, to provide links between orthologous and paralogous genes and as a resource for comparative sequence analysis.
INTRODUCTION
The sequencing of eukaryotic genomes is progressing at an astonishing rate. The fruit fly, Drosophila melanogaster, was published in the spring of 2000, Arabidopsis thaliana, a plant model organism, has recently been completed, a draft-quality human sequence is now available, and the sequencing of mouse, rat and rice are well under way. However, for many organisms of scientific, economic or agricultural interest, complete genomic sequencing is unlikely to be completed in the foreseeable future and the sequencing of Expressed Sequence Tags (ESTs) (1) remains the primary tool for genomic exploration and for functional genomics projects. There are nearly 5 000 000 ESTs in GenBank (nearly half of which are human), and the number of species represented by 50 000 or more ESTs has increased dramatically in the past year (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/dbEST/dbEST_summary.html).
Even for completed genomes, EST data remains a crucial tool for gene identification, genomic annotation and comparative genomics. Regardless of how ESTs are ultimately used, their value can be significantly enhanced if the data are used to reconstruct a high-fidelity set of non-redundant transcripts. There are a number of publicly available databases that attempt to provide such analysis for some species, including UniGene (2) and STACK (3) . However, the TIGR Gene Indices (4) are unique in the number of species surveyed, in the approach used to construct the individual species-specific databases and in the manner in which they can be used.
The TIGR Gene Indices provide an analysis for humans, experimental models of human disease such as mouse and rat, valuable crop plants and other important experimental organisms sampled extensively by EST sequencing. TIGR Gene Indices are maintained for 21 species, including the 15 most heavily sampled organisms, potato and five parasitic eukaryotes that are currently the subject of genomic sequencing projects. The current state of EST sequencing and a summary of the currently available TIGR Gene Indices can be found in Table 1 .
To create the TIGR Gene Indices, we have developed a highly refined, rigorously tested protocol for cleaning, clustering and assembling ESTs and gene sequences to produce high-fidelity consensus sequences for the represented genes while eliminating low quality, misclustered or chimaeric sequences (5) . This has several advantages over competing approaches: it separates closely related genes into distinct consensus sequences, it separates splice variants and it produces longer representations of the underlying gene sequences. The resulting Tentative Consensus (TC) sequences can be used for eukaryotic genome sequence annotation (6, 7) , integration of complex mapping data and identification of orthologous genes.
CONSTRUCTION OF THE GENE INDICES
Each Gene Index is assembled using an identical process. For each species, EST sequences are downloaded from dbEST and trimmed to remove remove vector, polyA/T tails, adaptor sequences and contaminating bacterial sequences. Gene sequences (NP sequences) are parsed through Entrez from CDS and CDS-join features in GenBank records; additional Expressed Transcript (ET) sequences are obtained from the TIGR EGAD database (http://www.tigr.org/tdb/egad/egad.html).
EST and gene sequences are then compared using FLAST, a rapid sequence comparison program based on DDS (8) which query sequences are first concatenated and then searched against a nucleotide database. Sequences sharing a minimum of 95% identity over a 40 nt or longer region with <20 bases of mismatched sequence at either end are grouped into a cluster. Each cluster is then assembled separately. For each cluster, component EST, NP and ET sequences are downloaded and these sequences are then assembled using CAP3 (9) to produce TCs. Assembly produces one or more consensus sequence for each cluster and rejects any chimeric, low-quality and non-overlapping sequences. Each cluster is assembled in the same fashion until the entire set of clusters has been exhausted. The resulting set of TCs is loaded into the appropriate species-specific Gene Index database for annotation.
Following assembly, TCs are annotated to provide a provisional functional assignment. A TC containing a known gene is assigned the function of that gene; TCs without assigned functions are searched using DPS (8) against a non-redundant protein database; high-scoring hits are assigned a putative function. For the Human, Mouse and Rat Gene Indices, mapping locations are assigned by using e-PCR (10). The resulting Gene Index is released through the TIGR web site (http://www.tigr.org/tbd/tdb.html); an example THC from the Human Gene Index is shown in Figure 1 .
Gene Indices can be searched by TC number, the GenBank Accession number of any EST contained within the dataset or any ET used to build the Index. Users can perform a tissuebased search in which the library information in EST records is used to generate an 'electronic northern blot', identifying the tissue-specificity of expression based on the relative EST abundance. DNA and protein sequences can also be used to search the Gene Indices using WU-BLAST (http://www.tigr.org/cgi-bin/ BlastSearch/blast_tgi.cgi), a gapped BLAST program developed by Warren Gish (Washington University, St Louis, MO).
The TIGR Gene Indices and the component TC assemblies are maintained within Sybase relational databases that allow versioning and heritability to be maintained. Each time a new version of the database is created, novel assemblies, caused by either the joining or splitting of previous TCs, are assigned a new, unique TC identifier. Previously-used identifiers are never reused and information regarding previous assemblies is never lost. Database queries using a TC identifier from a previous build return the most current version of that assembly. This allows assemblies to evolve as more data are available while providing tracking from build to build and maintaining functional assignments across multiple releases.
IDENTIFICATION OF ORTHOLOGS AND PARALOGS
The pending completion of the sequence of human and Arabidopsis genomes represent significant scientific achievements and sets the stage for the sequencing of other plant and animal genomes, including mouse, rat and rice. These data promise unprecedented opportunities for functional and evolutionary studies, including the identification and functional annotation of genes and non-coding regulatory regions. The utility of such analysis depends on the identification of homologous genes across species and the integration of data from a wide range of organisms. Homologous genes can be separated into two classes, orthologs and paralogs (11) . Orthologs are homologous genes that perform the same biological function in different species but that have diverged in sequence due to evolutionary separation; paralogs are homologous genes within a species that are the result of a gene duplication event within the lineage. The study of orthologs is of particular importance because it is assumed that these genes play similar developmental or physiological roles and, consequently, should share conserved functional and regulatory domains. While genome sequencing will provide a significant quantity of data, for many species, ESTs provide the primary source of gene sequence data. We have developed two separate approaches to the identification and representation of orthologous gene sequence data: the TIGR Orthologous Gene Alignment (TOGA) database and sequence-based genome alignments.
The TOGA database was introduced in January 2000 and represents the first attempt to identify orthologs using the gene and EST sequence resources. At present, TOGA is divided into separate sections for mammals and plants; the mammalian section consists of orthologs from human, mouse, rat and cattle while the plant section includes Arabidopsis, rice, tomato, potato, Medicago, soybean and maize. While the comparison of millions of ESTs from these species represents a significant computational challenge, this task is vastly simplified through the use of the TCs that comprise the TIGR Gene Indices.
For each species to be included in TOGA, the TCs contained within the respective Gene Indices are compared pairwise. Tentative Ortholog Groups (TOGs) are identified by requiring reciprocal best hits across three or more species with a minimum of 75% identity over a length of 400 bp or more for any single sequence match. High-scoring hits that did not meet the reciprocal best hit criteria, but which matched members of existing TOGs using the same criteria, were classified as Tentative Paralogs. Using these criteria, 8300 TOGs were identified containing TCs from three or more of the four mammalian species and 3074 from among the eight plant species surveyed. The distribution of species represented in TOGA is summarized in Table 2 . An example mammalian TOG can be seen in Figure 2 .
Like the TIGR Gene Indices, TOGA is a relational database that maintains the TOGs as accessionable objects that can be tracked across subsequent releases. TOGs can be searched using either a name-based search that allows users to enter a gene name and look for approximate matches or using a WU-BLAST (12) to search the dataset. TOGA can be found at http://www.tigr.org/tdb/toga/toga.shtml. More information regarding WU-BLAST can be found at http://blast.wustl.edu.
Additional interspecies information can be gained by examining the alignment of the EST and gene sequence data in the TIGR Gene Indices with reference to plant and animal genomes. Using the completed genome of Arabidopsis we tabulated the alignment of the TCs from the various TIGR Plant Gene Indices with the chromosomal sequence (http:// www.tigr.org/tdb/at/alignTC.html). An example alignment in Figure 1 . An example THC from the Human Gene Index. The consensus sequence is presented in FASTA format below which the locations of the gene sequences (red) and ESTs that comprise the assembly are shown with their respective locations within the assembly. Links are provided to GenBank records, internal data for all ESTs sequenced at TIGR and to clones available through the ATCC. This THC has been assigned a putative ID of 'insulin receptor inhibitor, muscle' as it contains a HT853 (as well as gene sequences from GenBank).
the region of an annotated gene on Chromosome II can be seen in Figure 3 . We have completed a similar analysis using the recently published sequences of the long arms of human chromosomes 21 and 22.
USING THE TIGR GENE INDICES
Effective use of genomic resources for functional, comparative and evolutionary studies will rely on developing an accurate catalog of the genes encoded within each species as well as tools for cross-referencing various genomes of interest. The TIGR Gene Indices and the TOGA database represent an effort to provide such a resource by first attempting to identify and annotate the genes in a variety of organisms and then providing mechanisms to link to candidate orthologs in other species.
There are a variety of means by which a user might gain entry to the TIGR Gene Indices. For example, the radiation hybrid mapping data allows users to search for TC sequences that map to a candidate genomic region. Other users may search for TCs that appear to be expressed in a tissue-specific fashion or that contain ESTs from a particular disease state. However, the most common entry point for most users is the sequence search page (http://www.tigr.org/cgi-bin/BlastSearch/ blast_tgi.cgi). Both BLASTN and TBLASTN versions of the WU-BLAST package have been implemented allowing DNA and protein queries to be used. Alignments to high scoring TCs and singleton ESTs in the organism searched are returned and users can view the appropriate sequence by clicking on the TC number or EST ID brings the user to an appropriate display of the sequence, similar to that in Figure 1 . These TCs can be used to identify TOGs in the TOGA database or to search the genomic sequence alignments.
In addition to the Web interface, the TIGR Gene Indices are available as flat files. The TC consensus sequences are provided in a FASTA format file; the ESTs comprising each TC are specified in a separate file. Many users involved in the annotation of genomic sequence and in analysis of cDNA microarray data have found these to be particularly useful.
CONCLUSIONS
An increasing number of species are being subjected to genomic analysis, rapidly increasing the pace of gene discovery and accelerating functional genomics applications. An example TOG from the TOGA database. The human, mouse and rat TCs all contain annotated genes; those in mouse and rat have been identified as 'bithoraxoid-like protein' while the human gene is simply annotated as 'HSPC162' and the cattle TC consists only of ESTs. The stringent overlap criteria used to construct the TOGs makes it unlikely that these matches are spurious and provides putative functional annotation for the previously unclassified human and bovine gene and EST sequences. For most species, EST sequencing remains the primary method of genomic sequence analysis. The TIGR Gene Indices, which represent the most comprehensive, publicly available analysis of EST sequences, have expanded significantly in the past year, adding 10 additional species-specific databases. In addition, we have expanded both the scope and utility of the resources we provide for cross-species comparisons through the TOGA database and genomic sequence alignments. The TIGR Gene Indices have proven invaluable for annotation of genomic sequence and for functional analysis of ESTs. They are available via a free license for academic and non-profit use; commercial licenses are available for a fee. Parties interested in obtaining a license should visit http://www.tigr.org/tdb/ license.html or email license@tigr.org. 
